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Name of product:

FAXE Floor Soap 0290
Type of product:

FAXE Floor Soap is made of light coloured, refined vegetable oil and natural wax.
FAXE floor Soap white contains also white pigments.

Application:

FAXE Floor Soap White is especially used for aftercare and maintenance of lye-treated
wooden floors, furniture, table tops etc. where the white washed patina look is wanted.
FAXE Floor Soap White is also especially suited for old, lye-treated and untreated
wood, which need to be re-freshened. Lye-treated wood is effectively saturated with a
thick solution of Faxe Floor Soap White and water. FAXE Floor Soap Natural is
especially developed for aftercare and maintenance of lye-treated wood on floors,
furniture, table tops, etc. But is also very suited for untreated wood, tiles, cork etc.
Lye-treated wood is effectively saturated with a thick solution of FAXE Floor Soap
Natural and water.

Properties:

Faxe Wooden Floor Soap is a mild, oil-regulating agent suitable for use on oiled,
waxed or soap treated wood surfaces. FAXE Floor Soap Natural gives the wood a light,
golden surface and FAXE Floor Soap White gives the wood a very light and white
washed surface. Both are silk mat, easy to maintain and clean and are fully natural.

Pre-treatment:

* Shake the container before use.
* Mix 1 Litre of FAXE Floor Soap in 5-10 Litre water
* Use mop or cloth to wash the wood in the longitudinal direction with the soapy water.
* Wipe the wood with a damp mop or cloth.
* In order to obtain the best protection repeat the treatment before use.

Industrial treatment of wooden floors with soap:
* Apply 15 - 30 grams of soap (10-20% solution) with sponge roller.
* Distribute the soap with plate brush (alternative with beige or red pad).
* When the water is evaporated remove any raising of wood fibres with Fladder.
* Repeat the treatment up to 3 times.
(If the tannins in the wood react with the soap solution, then reduce the amount of soap
in the solution).
System Specification:

MAINTENANCE/CLEANING:
Daily maintenance and cleaning of wood treated with Faxe Floor Soap is vacuum cleaning. When the wood
starts to pick up dirt wash the wood easily with Faxe Floor Soap as described above. Though, for cleaning use
only 1 Litre of Soap in 10-20 Litre of water.
Storage:

Frostfree, cool, and closed.

Shelf-life:

60 Months in an unopened container

Available colors:

Clear or white.

Note:

Very dirty wood or stubborn stains has to be cleaned first with FAXE Woodcleaner and
hot water in the ratio 1:40. Let the wood dry for 1-2 hours and saturate it with FAXE
Floor Soap as described above.

This information is based on our present state of knowledge and is intended to provide general notes on our
products and their use. It should not, therefore, be construed as guaranteeing specific properties of the product
described or its suitability for a particular application. The quality of our products is guaranteed under our General
Conditions of Sale.
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